Eclipse’s Multiplication Quest

Help Eclipse solve the multiplication word problems below!

1. Eclipse has 4 bags of marbles, each with 2 marbles in them. How many marbles does Eclipse have?

2. Battabash has 3 trays of ice, with 9 ice cubes in each of them. How many ice cubes does Battabash have?

3. Lumiot and Mystyyk are having candy together. Together, they have 6 bags of candy, each with 5 pieces of candy in them. How many pieces of candy do Lumiot and Mystyyk have?

4. TripTrop has 2 boxes of flowers, each with 4 flowers in them. How many flowers does TripTrop have?

5. Frostfang has 7 containers of snowballs, with 3 snowballs in each container. How many snowballs does Frostfang have?
Eclipse’s Multiplication Quest:

Multiplication Word Problems (0-9)

Answer Key

1. Eclipse has 4 bags of marbles, each with 2 marbles in them. How many marbles does Eclipse have?
   
   \[4 \times 2 = 8\]

2. Battabash has 3 trays of ice, with 9 ice cubes in each of them. How many ice cubes does Battabash have?

   \[3 \times 9 = 27\]

3. Lumiot and Mystyyk are having candy together. Together, they have 6 bags of candy, each with 5 pieces of candy in them. How many pieces of candy do Lumiot and Mystyyk have?

   \[6 \times 5 = 30\]

4. TripTrop has 2 boxes of flowers, each with 4 flowers in them. How many flowers does TripTrop have?

   \[2 \times 4 = 8\]

5. Frostfang has 7 containers of snowballs, with 3 snowballs in each container. How many snowballs does Frostfang have?

   \[7 \times 3 = 21\]